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PART 1: TWO FOUNDATIONS

Foundations of harmonious society may be two-fold:

1. Pragmatism with self-determination: principles are pragmatic, not at odds with 
autonomous individuals’ incentives.

2. Harmony by Kantian extension: principled actions can be universalized (enacted by 
anyone) with the result that everyone lives in harmony.

Harmony entails, without limitation, absence of any gratuitous: pain, trauma, fatigue, 
manipulation as by incessant subliminal messaging, or constriction of liberty including 
by cognitive interference (“without free thought, there is no free will” — Cathy O’Brien 
in Access Denied for Reasons of National Security after Trance: Formation of America).

These two foundations encompass means and ends. Means are not sacrificed for ends, as all 
means are ends in the moment, and all ends are means to further ends. To neglect means, 
therefore, is to neglect ends. It follows that foundations of a harmonious society must 
encompass harmonious means, as generally construed, and harmonious ends.

Drafted principles within each overarching foundation:

1. Pragmatism

1(a). Societal law enables Maslow’s basic needs for everyone (without starvation or 
involuntary homelessness: food, water, a comfortable environment, rest, economic 
security, safety) and enables the balance of Maslow’s needs (intimate relation, friends, 
feelings of accomplishment and achieving potential) for all. 
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1(b). Societal law enables physical and mental health for all with clean air; quietness; 
benevolent medical attention and the absence of cognitive interference as by any non-
consensual implant or frequency, including by non-consensual brain-computer interface
(BCI) or remote neural monitoring (RNM) outside strictly time-limited law 
enforcement operations with meticulous checks and balances. 

1(c). Individual ownership of living necessities, including food and home, reduces the 
probability of tyranny; conversely, “you will own nothing” would be conducive to 
tyrannical enslavement such as shutting off protesters’ access to food. (“You will own 
nothing” mirrors the World Economic Forum founder’s family business using unpaid 
Nazi-threatened labor in World War II. One just might consider that an inappropriate 
intellectual basis for a fascist forum, let alone a new world order.)

1(d). Individuals respond to incentives; capitalism engenders effort and innovation to satisfy 
each others’ needs and desires more fully or efficiently. Capitalism satisfies variegated 
decentralized needs and desires in ways communism or socialism, imposing central 
planning, does not.

1(e). Leaders will be sometimes tyrannical, corrupt or otherwise faulty; (i) decentralized, (ii) 
frequently elected and (iii) tricameral checks and balances on leadership reduces the 
probability of tyranny with fault tolerance for some miscreants ascending to power.

1(f). All designs generally can be improved and may engender harm inadvertently. Laws and
customs that can be changed, with deliberation, are essential for fault tolerance.

1(g). Elitist families presided over centuries of contrived wars, intentional diseases and 
widespread suffering. Hereditary rule was empirically horrendous. An alternative: 
meritocracy in legitimate democracy.

1(h). Legitimate democracy, with verified votes, minimizes the probability of extended 
tyranny. The US has not had verified voting. It can be attained by posting each vote 
online, identified by a (non-sequential) numerical receipt handed to each voter. While 
thousands ensure there is no change in the online file, each voter sees one record of her 
vote online — how she voted next to her receipt number. In an unalterable online file, 
she attests to having verified it. Attestations sum to 100% of the votes. Voters may be 
asked to re-verify it at a few points in time. Easing this may be a tax credit for each 
voter’s verification (e.g., $2K with voters’ taxes raised $2K just to be so reduced). 

1(i). Layers of governance by direct democracy, each with frequently elected overseers 
harboring negligible power in themselves, can preempt tyranny. 

1(j). So can decentralized raw power — as in arms — with rigorous safety training. Where 
arms have been outlawed, genocide has often followed. 

2. Harmony by Kantian Extension

2(a). Kantian harmony requires intolerance of gratuitous torture. 
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2(a)(i). It requires zero tolerance of entities and individuals who perpetrated 
sustained targeted individual torture.

2(a)(ii). It requires approximately zero willingness to torture gratuitously, including 
as ordered: approximately 0% failure of Milgram-type experiments. 

This may and may not be attainable for humanity, historically failing 
Milgram torture experiments with an approximately 60%–70% maximal 
failure rate and 100% basic failure rate.[3] If it is unattainable as by 
education, then the species is incompatible with harmonious society.

2(a)(iii). It may require empathic education:

• In assessing rescuers versus non-rescuers in Nazi Germany, Midlarsky 
and Fagen-Jones found empathic concern to have the highest single 
coefficient alpha (0.91).[1]

• Dr. Sue Arrigo reported a 100% success rate in teaching a group of 
children to protect each other when the CIA allegedly planned for them to
kill each other.[2]

2(b). Kantian harmony requires rule of liberty-oriented law.

2(b)(i). Protecting any violent criminal (including ideologically Nazi war criminals 
and torturers) as by secret oath or threat, as within about every branch of 
Masonry and Illuminati allegedly: high crime.

2(b)(ii). Approximately every covert agency and large “secret society” worldwide 
needs to be obliterated, leaving no oath to protect criminal brothers, as they 
have enabled targeted individual torture operations against innocent citizens, 
or false flag operations, violating constitutional law.

Notes:

[1] Elizabeth Midlarsky and Stephanie Fagen-Jones. (2007). Courageous rescue during the 
Holocaust: personal and situational correlates. Journal of Positive Psy., January, p. 8:

“Empathy was measured using the empathic concern subscale of the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index (IRI, Davis, 1983). The subscale consists of seven items rated on a 5-point
Likert scale, with anchors ranging from ‘does not describe me well’ to ‘describes me very 
well.’ Items include ‘I often have tender, concerned feelings about those who are less 
fortunate,’ and ‘Sometimes I don’t feel very sorry for other people when they’re having 
problems’ (reversed). The emphatic concern subscale of the IRI has been shown to have 
adequate test–retest reliability as well as convergent and discriminant validity. Coefficient 
alpha for the emphatic concern subscale in this study was 0.91.”

[2] Whistleblowers described the CIA’s drug and sex trafficking businesses with media control 
to limit disclosure (e.g., Dope Inc., Presstitutes and Cathy O’Brien’s Trance: Formation of 
America and Access Denied For Reasons of National Security). “From 1953, CIA Director 
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Allen Dulles oversaw the media network, which had decisive influence over the 25 top 
newspapers and wire agencies” (in Alex Constantine’s Mockingbird: The Subversion Of 
The Free Press By The CIA). Sharyn Bovat reported that her “grandfather told me that the 
mainstream media was taken over by the CIA [more thoroughly] after Watergate because 
there was no way in hell that would happen again.” As a CIA director allegedly said, “The 
CIA owns everyone of any significance in the major media.”

Supported by media control, allegedly the “company’s” (CIA’s) and associates’ business 
lines have included drug running; child trafficking; sex trafficking; sports wagering with 
programmed or covertly tortured players; false flag operations for wars of aggression; war 
profiteering; corporate profiteering by cheating (espionage) or regime change; and targeted 
individual torture operations for profitable contracts, silencing whistleblowers or Orwellian 
New World Order test runs (in summary, see Monarch: The New Phoenix Program). 

Considering the CIA allegedly sold children into sex slavery for a mere $300 cut, the 
CIA’s/NSA’s collusion with pharmaceutical industry elements — as the agencies can trigger
approximately any physical and psychological malady covertly (generally by frequency 
assault) — may come to light.

The following allegation, by an alleged CIA operative, may be unfathomable to those 
unfamiliar with US history, as the federal agencies allegedly joined and then replaced the 
drug-running mafia. Regardless, it describes an intervention with children that points to a 
possible solution for empathic education. You might consider it only a story, though liars 
may rarely recount such details: 

Children vs. the CIA

An alleged policy of killing children after two years of drug running or pimping for the 
CIA, passing on illicit gains to so-called Cabal families as customary, was “set by the Cabal
on the recommendation of an independent think tank on how to maximize Cabal profits. So
even though 3 times in this meeting of about 15 people, I object to this program for various 
moral reasons I got nowhere. 

I recommended that the CIA at least study how to assess these kids as to which were worth 
retaining with an eye to their moving up into the CIA later. It was a stalling maneuver on 
my part to try to delay the execution order. [The CIA director] would not consider it. He 
was going to obey this execution order without delay. The kids were to do the executions of
each other.

It reminded me of the purge when I was 9, when only 3 of over a thousand of us survived 
the purge. I wanted to cry. I stared out the window of the 7th floor at the tops of the trees in 
the distance while [he] kept on talking. He complained that I was ignoring him. I wasn’t 
ignoring him. I was thinking about what it would take for me to throw him through the 
glass pane to his death.

After I figured out how I could do it, I thought about whether it would actually stop the kids
from being executed by the Cabal. When, sadly, I saw by looking at the future that it would 
not, I gave up the plan.
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At that moment, [he] turned to me and told me that I was to be one of his bodyguards that 
night. That was not an unusual assignment — I often did some bodyguard work for DCIs at
night — usually while in their beds. Fortunately, [he] was not requiring me to do it from his
bed. He just wanted me with him that night so he could get me to play a Russian Chess 
master. I mention that because as I was in the middle of playing [him] and winning, it 
occurred to me that if I could beat a competent chess master using my remote viewing 
skills I should be able to figure out how to outwit [the DCI] and prevent the execution order
from going forward the next week.

The next day, instead of throwing [him] out of a window of the 7th floor, I threw his chess 
set out the window. I was accused of littering. I used the opportunity to get out of the rest of
the meeting, the second part on implementing the execution order.

As I picked up the chess pieces, I was crying and imagining them to be those children. I put
them in the box and then feeling rather irrationally that I had just accidentally put them in 
prison, I took them out and lined them up on the sidewalk as if to start a chess game. A 
high-ranking analyst, the equivalent of the number 2 man in the dept. happened by and we 
started playing a game of chess on the sidewalk.

Part way through as he was losing he said, “You seem upset. This isn’t like you. Is there 
anything I can do to help?” 

I burst into tears and then explained the execution order. He listened patiently and then he 
said, “Oh, I think that I could hold that up for at least a good 6 months.” He was as good as 
his word. He managed to initiate “crucial” studies of the cost-benefit ratio of the plan.

Unfortunately, even his own analysts concluded that it was more cost effective to kill them 
all after 2 years than to have the case officers assess them as to which should not be 
terminated. The logic of that went something like, “If the officers have to decide which to 
save, they will want to save their favorites. And having decided to save the kids that they 
personally are screwing in their beds, they will be tempted to save some others as well. 
Since any one of them talking could destroy the revenue stream of the Agency, none should
be excluded from this necessary measure.” That appalled me.

The only reason that the CIA could think of for saving a person was to go on screwing them
in bed. I thought about that relative to my own position in the CIA. As useful as my remote 
viewing skills were, it was true that I, as a slave, probably would not have survived had I 
not regularly been in the beds of the DCIs.

I did go to Bakersfield and meet with the gang of largely 13 year olds. I did not teach them 
how to kill well. I taught them how to die well. I was quite honest with them. I explained to
them that the CIA wanted them dead after two years on the job and intended to get them to 
kill their buddies.

There was only one gang in Bakersfield to speak of and I had been sent to that city because 
the CIA was not sure how to get a single gang to kill itself. They assumed that I would 
figure out how to split it in two in a divide and conquer strategy.
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When I finished explaining this to these normally loud and restless youths, the recreation 
hall was dead silent. One of them asked me what I recommended they do.

They could see for themselves that it was easy to split them into warring fractions and get 
them to fight each other. I told them that I recommended that they learn to die protecting 
each other.

“Against the whole CIA?” one girl asked anxiously.

“Why not?” I asked. “It doesn’t matter how many people you have gunning for you if you 
can have the satisfaction of dying to protect a friend.”

They understood that. These teenagers, that had been running drugs and pimping for the 
CIA, understood that they could get personal satisfaction from helping a friend.

So I taught them how to die for each other. How to put their bodies in front of another 
while others aimed a gun at them or swung two by fours at them.

We practiced it a couple of hours together. That was all the time I had with them.

The execution order came down about 8 months later. The CIA sent in another person into 
Bakersfield to divide and conquer them. He tried and then wrote a report saying that he 
didn’t know what I had done, but the kids had such solidarity with each other that nothing 
he did to divide them worked.

None of those kids died. The CIA could not get them to kill each other and by the grace of 
God, the police refused to arrest them. I heard later that as a group they voted to go straight 
and stop pimping for the CIA.

No doubt the CIA recruited other kids through mind control measures. It was only a small 
victory against evil but it was a victory none-the-less.

I managed to report this intervention on my part as an important research study on non-
violent resistance and since the CIA had some interest in learning about the methods that 
could be used against them, they accepted that explanation. It was because of good skills 
that I managed to survive.

Not long after the execution order went into effect, there was backlash against it from the 
case officers in the field. Some quit.

Some refused to carry it out and some simply carried it out so ineffectively that is was like 
not carrying it out at all. In some cases warring gangs figured out what was going on and 
created truces to stop it.

But mostly, the gangs fought each other and children in the US died like they did in third 
world countries of [due to] the US policies of men who care for Profits, Not People (see 
Chomsky’s book of that title.) Children died alone of gunshot wounds in back alleys afraid 
to go to the hospital for fear of arrest, or worse — the torture they had suffered at the hands 
of the mind controllers. 
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Children got pregnant and had babies while they themselves were 11, 12, and 13 because 
the CIA had in effect forced their brothers to prostitute them to stay alive. And a whole 
culture of safety, of believing that a child could walk to the corner store safely, died under 
the CIA’s villainy.

Corrupt politicians and agencies led to violence on the street and disruption of family life. 
America went from a society where one could leave one’s house unlocked to one in which 
it was not safe to let your children out of one’s sight. And it happened in a single generation
from the start of the CIA in 1947…. 

Cry, my beloved country, for what has been done to you….”

— Dr. Sue Arrigo. (2007). Secrets of the CIA's Global Sex Slave Industry. 
https://realityroars.com/conspiracy/other/secrets-of-the-cia-global-sex-slave-industry-by-dr-
sue-arrigo.html. 

[3] Marshall Thomas, ed. (2011). Monarch: The New Phoenix Program, recommended for a 
preliminary view of post-World War II US history. Excerpt:

“The Milgram Experiment: A substantial proportion of people do what they are told to do, 
irrespective of the content of the act and without limitations of conscience, so long as they 
perceive that the command comes from a legitimate authority…. This is, perhaps, the most 
fundamental lesson of our study: ordinary people, simply doing their jobs, and without any 
particular hostility on their part, can become agents in a terrible destructive process. 
Participants were men between the ages of 20 and 50, from all educational backgrounds, 
ranging from an elementary school dropout to participants with doctoral degrees. The 
‘teacher’ was given a 45-volt electric shock from the electro-shock generator as a sample of
the shock that the ‘learner’ would supposedly receive during the experiment. The subjects 
believed that for each wrong answer, the learner was receiving actual shocks. In reality, 
there were no shocks. After the confederate was separated from the subject, the confederate
set up a tape recorder integrated with the electro-shock generator, which played pre-
recorded sounds for each shock level. After a number of voltage level increases, the actor 
started to bang on the wall that separated him from the subject. After several times banging 
on the wall and complaining about his heart condition, the learner gave no further responses
to questions and no further complaints. At this point, many people indicated their desire to 
stop the experiment and check on the learner. Some test subjects paused at 135 volts and 
began to question the purpose of the experiment. Most continued after being assured that 
they would not be held responsible. A few subjects began to laugh nervously or exhibit 
other signs of extreme stress once they heard the screams of pain coming from the 
learner. If at any time the subject indicated his desire to halt the experiment, he was given a 
succession of verbal prods by the experimenter, in this order: 1. Please continue. 2. The 
experiment requires you to continue, please go on. 3. It is essential that you continue. 4. 
You have no choice, you must continue. If the subject still wished to stop after all four 
successive verbal prods, the experiment was halted.

Otherwise, it was halted after the subject had given the maximum 450-volt shock three 
times in succession. Before the experiment was conducted Milgram polled fellow 
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psychologists as to what the results would be. They unanimously believed     that only a   
sadistic few (0.1%) would be prepared to give the maximum voltage. In Milgram’s first 
set of experiments, 67.5 percent (27 out of 40) of experimental participants administered 
the experiment’s final 450-volt shock, though many were quite uncomfortable in doing so; 
everyone paused at some point and questioned the experiment, some even saying they 
would return the check for the money they were paid. No participant steadfastly refused 
to give further     shocks   before the 300-volt level [underlined emphases are added: a   100%   
basic   failure rate  ]. Variants of the experiment were later performed by Milgram himself 
and other psychologists around the world with similar results. Apart from confirming the 
original results the variations have tested variables in the experimental setup. The 
percentage o  f   participants who are prepared to     inflict fatal voltages remains   
remarkabl  y   constant, between 61% and 66%,     regardless of time or location.  ”

[4] Clear and Present Test

This willingness may need to become approximately 0% before humanity can be 
holistically decent. If it cannot, then the species may be reasonably not augmented in a 
transhumanist dystopia but shut down as incompatible with any harmonious society.

Tests of this willingness include whether there is consensus to shut down — and execute 
for treason any who endeavor to destroy or obfuscate their records — the agencies and 
contractors that failed Milgram tests daily and nightly, massively and systemically, by 
electrocuting (perpetrating, supervising, authorizing, running surveillance knowingly 
enabling, or knowingly protecting anyone so engaged in enabling electrocution of) any 
targeted individual with directed energy weapons including in their homes, worldwide. 

They not only failed basic Milgram tests of decency; they flagrantly violated constitutional 
law (starting with 4th Amendment right to be secure in one’s person against unreasonable 
searches required to localize body parts for assault, before adjudication of the illegality of 
directed energy attack). Violation of 18 USC § 241–242 supersedes any executive order or 
legislation to the contrary since Marbury v. Madison in 1803. 

These terrorism perpetrators or abettors include the NSA, CIA, FBI, DHS fusion centers 
and leading military contractors. Their blatant sins punishable by death under federal law 
span decades, personnel by the thousands. Each entity may reasonably exist in no decent 
society, ever. 

As US obliteration is partly what fascist globalists seek, this may run concurrently with 
inauguration of agencies authorized to hunt every perpetrator of any false flag operation, 
false pandemic, trauma-based programming, intentional supply chain constriction or 
manipulated market collapse, subliminal assault, any other frequency assault, child 
trafficking, sex trafficking or targeted individual torture operation — managed by long-
targeted individuals (not planted TIs from Colorado or Virginia, and not me preferably).

Extraordinary power of the US agencies may then transfer from terrorism perpetrators to 
cleaning up high crimes. All NSA, CIA, NGA, NRO and DIA assets not shut down may be 
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promptly transferred to this purpose. US power then could be other than a Naziesque 
scourge domestically and upon the world.

[5] Teaching Children by Asch, Milgram and Arrigo Trials

To change human leadership from centuries of sociopathy to harmonious in one generation 
is potentially simple, hinging on solving three tests. 

In Asch tests, an adult student was asked which of 3 lines (like I I I) matched one (I) with a 
fairly obvious answer. Unknown to the student, 3 actors replied first with the same wrong 
answer. Students then gave the same wrong answer.

It reflected assessing reality based on social norms rather than independently easy thought. 
When people fail to think independently, imagine how easy it is to build a Nazi army: start 
with 3 Nazis, bring in each recruit one at a time, then let 3 Nazis answer each question and 
execute orders in front of the recruit. Bingo: Nazi army (e.g., CIA predominantly, always). 

Failure to think independently in Asch tests mirrors failure to act independently in Milgram
tests (if a species is not sociopathic generally — if it is, this is wasted time generally). 
Maybe children can be taught that failing an Asch or Milgram test is failure and — when 
causing pain — something to feel terrible about. Varying Asch- and Milgram-type trials 
could become hallmarks of about all school grade levels. 

The third hallmark can be Dr. Sue Arrigo’s way of teaching children to protect each other 
against divide and conquer attempts. This too can be by varying trials in about every grade. 

What I call Asch, Milgram and Arrigo tests are to, respectively: think independently, act 
independently with empathy, and protect each other in repelling orchestrated divisiveness. 
When students pass these 3 tests consistently, a species may be transformed, durably decent
from the students’ generation onward, compatible with harmonious society at first and last. 

If these tests are failed persistently, however, as in targeted individual torture operations in 
every major country now, where thousands of humans and vrill (led by NSA, CIA, US Air 
Force and private contractor terrorists in the US) literally electrocute targeted individuals 
with directed energy weaponry: the species may be reasonably obliterated. (While I write 
this, my foot has been electrocuted over 30 minutes without interruption, as others run a 
noise campaign to deter this interjection; every one of them is subject to the death penalty 
under law — starting with 18 USC § 241–242 — for participating in operations that caused
death in my family. Customarily their operations start with violating 4th Amendment rights 
to be secure in one’s person against unreasonable searches, enabling the electromagnetic 
torture in targeted individuals’ residences as standard federal operating procedure, the US 
having been run as a Fourth Reich, a Nazi regime since handing leadership of bioweapons 
and other covert operations to Hitler’s Nazis from Project Paperclip in the 1940s onward.)

Follow-on educational modules could tackle students’ susceptibility to blackmail, 
corruption and anti-competitive collusion, possibly with the aim of feeling terrible once a 
class knows their undesirable decisions, structured with opportunities for redemption. 
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Among scholastic priorities, instituting and solving for consistent passage of Asch, 
Milgram and Arrigo trials is, I suggest, a matter of life or death now, devolution into mass 
dystopia and tyranny more consequential than about anything else taught. 

You can start it.
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PART 2: PRIVATE PROPERTY IN HARMONIOUS SOCIETY

“The theory of the communists may be summed up in the single sentence: 
abolition of private property.” — Karl Marx

In human history, private property is problematic beyond economic theory, reflecting, at some 
point, theft, murder or both. Yet it is also desirable. This is readily apparent in travel. In Fiji, for
example, public beaches were filled with litter while privately owned beaches were pristine. 
That would be otherwise in a universally conscientious species. 

Even were the species conscientious universally, private property would be instrumental to 
individuals seeking more efficient or valued use of resources for profit amid others upping 
their game so to speak, in a competitive and not generally corrupt economy. Profit, after all, 
then derives from efficiently supplying what others want in massively distributed indirectly 
reciprocal altruism from a biological point of view. 

Indirectly reciprocal altruism is when Larry supplies Curly, Curly supplies Mo, and Mo 
supplies Larry. Money exchanging hands, like scrap paper keeping tabs, is beside the 
biological function of supplying resources back and forth with comparative advantage. Money 
optimizes that advantage in fair competition as whoever supplies each good most desirably, or 
for least scrap paper representing biological effort in return, attracts it. My grade school never 
communicated this societal foundation explainable in a paragraph.

Private property, then, appears unjust in historical perspective yet highly desirable.

What would a harmonious species do with that assessment? Would it embrace communism for 
the masses wherein “you will own nothing” as the World Economic Forum suggests? 

Of course not.

What it might do is reasonably maximize private property in competitive sectors (and regulate 
monopolies, including biosystems, for benevolent stewardship with modest returns on capital) 
with laws inhibiting corruption, collusion and monopoly while endeavoring to ensure everyone
readily attainable opportunity for health as a preliminary matter, and opportunity to flourish. 
Then it may attain a harmonious society notwithstanding unjust foundations.

Physical human health may require potable water, food, clean air, a suitable climate, shelter 
enabling unimpeded sleep at least, security including in everyone’s person (absence of assault, 
including by directed energy or frequency) and benevolent medical assistance on occasion. 

Mental health requires zero compulsory drugging (including zero fluoride damaging intellects
beyond reasonable doubt), liberty in thought (without non-consensual brain-computer interface
or cognitive interference as with remote neural monitoring), absence of coercion, and perhaps 
genuine social relations (basically opposite of the covert world).

Opportunity to flourish may require world-class educational resources at hand, meritocracy 
in organizations with a durable competitive advantage (in employers not readily displaced), 
minimal barriers to entrepreneurship in capitalist economies, structural inhibition of corruption,
and generally unfettered ability to travel and communicate. 
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With private ownership writ large, is physical health, mental health and opportunity to flourish 
feasible for everyone? Not only do I think it is; I think it’s nearly easy.

The economic structure enabling it appears readily practicable as outlined years ago.[1] 

Earthly resources are not problematic either. Some 37 billion acres of land accommodate many 
more than 10 billion people even before aerial abodes. Food is ample, water can be desalinated 
more efficiently, and energy can be abundant once villains stop killing innovators. In nations 
reliant on oil or gas revenue, the outlined economic structure can ease alternative energy too. 

It is the will to eradicate coercion and corruption throughout halls of power, and the entities 
and individuals who violate security in anyone’s person, that remains the foremost impediment 
to harmonious society.[2] That includes the will to obliterate — thoroughly obliterate — the 
public agencies, private contractors and fascist forums colluding to violate rights enshrined in 
constitutional law.

In the United States that starts with NSA, CIA, Masonry and Illuminuts as treasonous terrorist 
organizations. Their treason includes poisoning the populace in air, water and medicine as per 
whistleblowers from US Air Force and Illuminuts. Their terrorism includes torture operations 
against innocent targeted individuals, often “uncorruptibles,” in slow kill operations until one 
side is incapacitated, as revealed by whistleblowers and personal experience. 

In any harmonious society, such organizations must be acknowledged as constitution violating 
terrorist organizations, guilty of crimes against humanity and obliterated accordingly.

When they conspire to eliminate anyone delivering this message, having sworn oaths to protect
each other’s unconstitutional activity: their every member is punishable by death under federal 
law — 18 USC § 241–242 notwithstanding any executive order or legislation to the contrary. 
(As set forth in Marbury v. Madison, in 1803 for modest repetition: law repugnant to the 
Constitution is void instantly, always.) In the event Jesuits are found to have joined in their 
conspiracy, violating constitutional right to life or protecting the violators, every leading Jesuit 
would become subject to execution thereunder as well, readily in event of my all-cause death.

To minimize terrorists’ remnants perpetrating unconstitutional operations under corporate 
umbrellas, any personnel who destroy or obfuscate any treasonous terrorist organization’s 
records, outside a safe harbor exemption, may be legally executed for treason or conspiracy 
against constitutional rights (18 USC § 241 after having violated 18 USC § 242), while their 
remaining personnel are surveilled as by hawks.[3] Again without limitation, the blatantly 
treasonous terrorist organizations include the NSA, CIA, FBI, DHS fusion centers, their 
leading contractors, and US Air Force elements facilitating satellite-based directed energy 
assault or poisoning of the US populace with carcinogenic chromium and toxic barium etc. 
primarily out of Colorado and offshore bases (in operations allegedly titled among Indigo 
Skyfold, Cloverleaf etc., always with ridiculous cover stories for flights at night).

The overriding problem of the US and humanity is neither private property nor population,  nor
resources or any environmental factor. It is terrorists in all leading instrumentalities of power 
violating constitutional rights, blatantly incompatible with any harmonious society.
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Notes:

[1] It is outlined in my Full Employment Opportunity series from Vidya (triplenine.org) with a 
2019 introduction. (This was while I was under targeted individual torture after decades of 
obvious surveillance, soon before learning the pain, poisoning and sleep deprivation were 
not only intentional but standard operating procedure in US-sponsored operations.)

[2] The next impediment is individual willingness to violate security of persons — failing 
Milgram tests, causing pain by mere encouragement of authority, a matter of educational 
structure optimistically (as in Part 1 above).

[3] The safe harbor exemption may include destruction of illegal surveillance records with the 
express permission of those surveilled provided that details of the times, locations, types of 
surveillance and all responsible for it are maintained without obfuscation. 

Those enabling records destruction otherwise at covert agencies, contractors or sponsors 
(including within Ur Lodges) may be, with due legal process, executed generally under 18 
US Code §  241 or Art. 3 § 3: conspiracy against rights (resulting in death) or treason, 
fitting numerical demarcation for any mason executed thereunder.

Part 3: Infinity B

In case the above-sketched foundations of harmonious society are anathema to you, it may be 
wise to read no further. Alternatively, you may instantly see that they are incompatible with 
alleged “Committee of 300” views in which actions of an elite cannot be universalized, and 
societal cohesion is premised on war, fear or coercion rather than principles consistent with 
universal autonomy.

Is there a viable alternative to the “Syndrome of Control” as Lindsey Williams put it last 
century? I think so. Let’s call it Infinity B.

This requires some explication, yet we can see in the following tables concisely: 

1. Committee of 300 View vs. Infinity B

2. Masonic Bumper Stickers vs. Infinity B

3. Iron Mountain Warmongers vs. Infinity B
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1. COMMITTEE OF 300 VIEW VS. INFINITY B

Dr. John Coleman set forth the alleged Committee of 300 view along the following lines.

Committee of 300 View Infinity B

Population: Mass depopulation is required. About 37 billion acres of land does 
not require depopulation.

Fascism: Fascism for the few: wealth is to be 
owned by a few hundred families in a 
new world order of feudalism, of 
serfdom and enslavement.

That’s among the most ridiculous 
ideas ever (borne of Illuminati and 
33rd+ degree Masonic Ur Lodges 
recruiting arrogant buffoons).

Communism: Communism for the masses: “you’ll 
own nothing, and you’ll be happy.”

Private property is encouraged, 
instrumental to profit-motivated 
efficiency and innovation with 
comparative advantage.

Drugging: Drugging is compulsory. Like fluoride
in water, drugging is partly how you’ll
be subservient and “happy.”

In healthcare, nothing is compulsory; 
universal healthcare is made efficient 
by a few simple rules.

Income: Universal basic income starts in a 
financial “reset” with biometrically-
tracked labor and required implants.

Full employment opportunity enables 
basic income in capitalist trade with 
autonomous free choice all-around.

Shelter: Some homelessness is required. Homelessness is not required; in the 
US, with 5+ million second homes 
and ~0.5 million homeless, it is a sin.

Cloning: Before you know what “selling your 
soul” means, your cloned body may 
be used for sexual gratification and 
torture, while you experience it.

Hell no.

Torture: Whistleblowers are tortured. Never. As a public employee or 
contractor having sworn an oath to 
defend the Constitution, failure to 
report its violation is criminal.

DEW: Directed energy weapon (DEW) 
infrastructure keeps targeted 
individuals in check.

DEW infrastructure (including by 
USAF and LM) is destroyed. Using 
DEW for aggression is a felony. 

Frequencies: Frequency weapons are prized. Frequency assault is a felony. 

Subliminal 
messaging:

Subliminal messaging (~20,000 Hz) is
deployed en masse and in targeted 
individual operations, commonly 
mistaken for tinnitus.

Subliminal messaging is a felony 
outside of brief operations within a 
narrow safe harbor in accompanying 
executive orders, with due process. 
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RNM, BCI: Non-consensual remote neural 
monitoring (RNM) by brain-computer
interface (BCI) is standard operating 
procedure of covert agencies and 
contractors worldwide.

Non-consensual RNM/BCI is 
tantamount to mental rape, a felony 
outside of brief interrogations with a 
warrant and due process, disclosed to 
all legislators after a brief time. 

Aerial spray: Aerial spray of trace barium, other 
metals and biological weapons are 
deployed routinely, partly to ease 
DEW/frequency assault.

Aerial spray of chemical/biological 
elements is a felony. Large, levitating 
magnetic disks are sought to cleanse 
the land of toxic contaminants.

Metallic 
nanotech-
nology 

Metallic nanotechnology, sometimes 
called “morgellons,” is embedded in 
humans for frequency-based control 
or RNM, sometimes with graphene 
(hydr)oxide, deadly when agitated.

Michael Chapala‘s cylindrical 
nanotech-deactivation solution is 
made available to all. Solutions are 
expedited to encapsulate and expel 
razor-like graphene (hydr)oxide. 

Policing: In policing, including about 18,000 
US police offices with access to 
military weapons and myriad 
protocols, anything goes.

Everyone has the right to be arrested 
and held in custody, or detained with 
due process, non-violently. Violators, 
such as those who punch protesters, 
are promptly fired and prosecuted.

Wireless: In the wireless field, anything goes. Wireless technologies must undergo 
long-term health-effects testing by 
opt-in participation, without any 
conflict of interest, before being 
authorized by a thousands-strong 
medical board in direct democracy. 
Plausibly teratogenetic frequency use 
is outlawed, cannot be authorized.

Agencies 
including 
NSA and 
CIA:

Covert agencies lead the illicit drug 
trade, child and sex trafficking, wars 
of aggression, false flag operations, 
trauma-based human programming 
and targeted individual torture ops.

Covert agencies and private societies 
complicit in any of these activities are 
designated terrorist organizations and 
obliterated. Conspiring against rights 
is a felony upheld without exception.
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2. MASONIC BUMPER STICKERS VS. INFINITY B

Masonic Bumper Stickers Infinity B

 Order: Ordo ab chao: 
Order from chaos.

Ordo ab chao: when it’s from orchestrated malevolence.

(1) Ordo ab ordine benevolo naturaliter fluit:
Order flows from benevolent order naturally.

What flows from contrived chaos?

(2) Lucrum ab chao: 
Profit from chaos.

(3) Servitus ab chao: 
Slavery from chaos.

(4) Genocidia ab chao: 
Genocide from chaos.

(5) Cementarii mortem ab chao per malevolentia: 
Masons’ mortality flows from chaos by malevolence.

 Foundation: Beyond King 
Solomon’s temple, 
masons’ trademark 
checkerboard floor 
suggests a natural 
balance of forces, 
good and evil.

Implication: acting with villainy necessitates offsetting 
benevolence. Is this demonstrated in the history of war? 
Of course not. It’s an excuse to be evil, while Hegelian 
dialectics are responses to insidious activity.

Instead of checkerboard nonsense:

(6) Bonitas ab bonitate: 
Goodness flows from goodness.

(7) Malevolentiă de malevolentiā: 
Malevolence flows from malevolence.

(8) Cultura institutionis persistit per generationes:
The culture of an institution persists through the 
generations — or, as one may prefer —  Cultura 
institutionis persistit de generatione in generationem: 
The culture of an institution persists from generation 
to generation.*

(9) Institutiones malevoli annihilare cito: 
Annihilate malevolent institutions promptly.

* Elevating Hitler’s spy chief in the CIA, importing Nazis in Project Paperclip to assault the 
populace as with mycotoxins from Ft. Detrick, orchestrating wars for profit, and perpetuating 
Masonry-Illuminati depravity based on coercion is a trite explanation for dystopia in progress: 
toxic cultures persist. Like pruning a tree filled with tangled poisoned branches, toxic agencies 
must be excised if a precious few healthy branches will bear fruit for forthcoming generations.
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3. IRON MOUNTAIN WARMONGER VS. INFINITY B

“As I would put my personal repute behind the authenticity of this 
document, so would I testify to the validity of its conclusions. My 
reservation relates only to the wisdom of releasing it ....” 

So one wrote of the 1967 Report from Iron Mountain, by a pen name believed to be economist 
John Kenneth Galbraith. While the Report may be considered an apologia for the so-called 
military-industrial complex, it appears to have guided national powers. 

Iron Mountain Warmonger Infinity B

Historically 
incompatible 
with peace:

“Ethologists have often observed that the 
organized slaughter of members of their own
species is virtually unknown among other 
animals. Man’s special propensity to kill his 
own kind (shared to a limited degree with 
rats) may be attributed to his inability to 
adapt anachronistic patterns of survival (like 
primitive hunting) to his development of 
‘civilizations’ ….”

Attaining opportunity for all, 
holistically, from basic needs 
to social relations to progress 
within aspirations, may purge 
this propensity. (If it does not, 
the species may be shut down 
as among discordant animals.)

Fetish with 
enemies:

“However unlikely some of the possible 
alternate enemies we have mentioned may 
seem, we must emphasize that one must be 
found, of credible quality and magnitude, if a
transition to peace is ever to come about 
without social disintegration. It is more 
probable, in our judgment, that such a threat 
will have to be invented ….” 

The threat globalists elevated: 
global warming and weather 
anomalies maybe attributable to
treasonous spraying of toxic 
metals. Inventing an enemy 
merits condemnation. Once 
purged of sadistic sociopaths, 
societies require no enemy.

Sophisticated
slavery:

“It is entirely possible that the development 
of a sophisticated form of slavery may be an 
absolute prerequisite for social control ....” 

It may be indeed, if wealth is 
concentrated in a few hundred 
families, a disequilibrium.

Glorifying 
war:

War “has provided the machinery through 
which the motivational forces governing 
human behavior have been translated into 
binding social allegiance. It has thus ensured 
the degree of social cohesion necessary to 
the viability of nations.”

Tell that to Vietnam veterans. It
is not only nonsense for nations
at war; among counterfactuals, 
did Japan, when pacified after 
WWII, remain a viable nation?

Economic 
stabilizer:

The authors recommend studying “the need 
for war as an economic stabilizer”.

It is, precisely, zero. (See “Full 
Employment Opportunity.”)
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